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Abstract

Failure analysis was performed on two sapphire, refractive secondary concentrators (RSC) that failed during elevated temperature testing. Both concentrators failed from machining/handling damage on the lens face. The first concentrator, which failed during testing to 1300 °C, exhibited a large r-plane twin extending from the lens through much of the cone. The second concentrator, which was an attempt to reduce temperature gradients and failed during testing to 649 °C, exhibited a few small twins on the lens face. The twins were not located at the origin, but represent another mode of failure that needs to be considered in the design of sapphire components. In order to estimate the fracture stress from fractographic evidence, branching constants were measured on sapphire strength specimens. The fractographic analysis indicated radial tensile stresses of 44 to 65 MPa on the lens faces near the origins. Finite element analysis indicated similar stresses for the first RSC, but lower stresses for the second RSC. Better machining and handling might have prevented the fractures, however, temperature gradients and resultant thermal stresses need to be reduced to prevent twinning.

Introduction

The Sun is a readily available source of thermal energy for space systems if its power can be efficiently harnessed and applied. Refractive secondary concentrators (RSCs) provide higher solar concentration ratios, efficiency, and heat receiver cavity flux tailoring as compared to conventional hollow refractive parabolic concentrator systems (Refs. 1 and 2). The materials considered for RSCs are generally single crystal oxides such as yttria-stabilized zirconia (Y₂O₃-ZrO₂), yttrium-alumina-garnet (Y₃Al₅O₁₂ or YAG), magnesium oxide (MgO) or sapphire (Al₂O₃). These materials are very brittle, and the reliability of such RSCs under the thermal shock conditions encountered during space mission sun-shade transitions is of great concern. In addition to thermal shock, an RSC may have large, continuous temperature gradients and associated stresses at elevated temperature depending upon the design. This can lead to slow crack growth and creep in many systems, and in sapphire it can lead to twinning when the stress state involves compression induced shear.

Testing of a single sapphire RSC resulted in catastrophic failure (Ref. 3). A second RSC with a redesigned mounting system to minimize thermal gradients also resulted in failure. This report summarizes the failure analysis and the failure stress estimation for both RSCs, and gives recommendation for future design and testing of RSCs.

Test Conditions Leading to Failure

Both concentrators were machined¹ from Heat Exchange Method grown boules² such that the RSC long axis was parallel to the c-axis of the crystal as shown in Figure 1, and the front lens face was normal

---

¹Computer Optics Inc., Hudson, New Hampshire
²Crystal Systems Inc., Salem, Massachusetts
to the c-axis. The RSC test assemblies are shown in Figure 2 and details of the test assembly shown in Figure 3.

Testing was performed in NASA Glenn Research Center’s Tank 6 under vacuum conditions (2×10⁻⁵ torr). The tank has nine independently powered and controlled 32 kW xenon arc lamps capable of providing 1.2 suns at the primary concentrator. Two types of primary concentrators were used: a fixed disk and an inflatable type. Multiple thermocouples were located outside the rhenium cavity. Details of the testing have been summarized in references 3 and 4.

**First Concentrator**

On April 17, 2000, efficiency tests were run at low temperature and high power. The rhenium receiver was not used and the output of the RSC was directed into a calorimeter. The crystal was held in place with eight spring loaded shoes, to allow for expansion, as shown in Figure 2(a). These tests are described in detail in Reference 4.

![Figure 1](image)

Figure 1.—(a) Sapphire crystal showing mineralogical and Miller index notation. The c-axis is a 3-fold symmetry axis, but sapphire is indexed as a hexagonal unit cell with c/a = 2.730; and (b) sapphire concentrator prior to testing.
Figure 2.—Test assembly for (a) the first (exposed cone) and (b) the second (covered cone) RSCs.
Figure 3.—Layout of the receiver, thermocouples, insulation and calorimeter for (a) the first and (b) the second refractive concentrator.
Figure 4.—Average temperature profiles of (a) the first RSC and (b) the second RSC. The dips at the start of phases 3 and 5 are due to short periods in which the solar simulator shutter was closed to allow ignition of additional lamps.
Figure 5.—(a) Overall view of RSC no. 1, the first solar concentrator, after testing. The lens diameter is 89 mm (3.5 in.) and the overall length is 284 mm (11.2 in.). (b) View of the fracture surface face of the bottom half (piece 1) showing the fracture origin and bifurcation that is located 44 mm away from the origin.
On August 30, 2001, two tests were run with the rigid primary concentrator—one at lower temperatures without the Re receiver and one at higher temperatures with the Re receiver. The high temperature test had an approximate maximum receiver temperature of 1300 °C (1573 °K) and an approximate front shoe temperature of 532 °C (805 °K), with a peak shoe temperature of 582 °C (855 °K) after shut down. The first indication of performance problems was an unexpected decrease in temperature as shown in the temperature—time profile in Figure 4. The test was shut down and cracks in the lens could be seen once the temperature cooled to ~982 °C. Upon inspection the crystal was observed to be cracked as shown in Figure 5.

Second Concentrator

On March 31, 2004, tests were performed with a new concentrator and holder that were designed to lower thermal gradients and minimize contact stresses. The new holder was made from a ceramic insulation fabricated to fit in a glove-like fashion around the RSC, with a molybdenum sheet between, as shown in Figure 2(b). In 2004 two tests were run—one test with an inflatable primary concentrator at a lower temperature and one at mid-temperature with the rigid primary concentrator and Re receiver. For the mid-temperature exposure the maximum receiver temperature was approximately 649 °C (922 °K) and the front shoe temperature was approximately 438 °C (711 °K). The crystal again failed. The temperature at failure was one-half of that in the first test, despite the use of more insulation and a lower temperature gradient. Figure 6 shows RSC no. 2 after removal from the test rig.

![Figure 6.—RSC no. 2 after removal from the test rig. It has broken into two pieces. Cracks at the neck are also visible. The cracks in the neck and extractor are extensions of the main fracture in the cone body. The lens diameter is 89 mm (3.5 in.) and the overall length is 284 mm (11.2 in.).](image-url)
General Observations

Both failed crystals exhibited similar features, including extensive cracking and internal discoloration in the conical region. As will be shown below, the primary fractures for both concentrators started at the rounded front lens faces and then propagated downward and inward through the concentrator. Both had classic brittle material type fractures. The main cleavage crack in both RSCs was radially aligned and x-ray diffraction indicated the main crack plane was coincident with the m-plane. The fracture origins were 3-dimensional surface flaws in both concentrators, but the flaws were not the same. Large twins were observed on the r-plane in one concentrator, but did not trigger the fracture.

First Concentrator

As shown in Figure 5(a), the lens face and cone are fractured near the mid-plane of the lens face and downward into the body to the extractor. There is a mixture of cleavage and conchoidal fracture and some crack bifurcations. As will be shown later, fracture started on the face of the lens and propagated downward into the cone body and extractor.

Besides the severe cracking, Figure 5(a) also shows that the cone region of the lens exhibits a rose hue when viewed on the cone sides, with thicker regions appearing darker than thinner regions. When viewed down the lens axis, a light-brown hue is exhibited in the uncracked regions, and rose hues in the severely cracked regions, probably from side light being reflected out the lens face. The rod region and a heavily cracked region of the cone are still clear.

Discoloration in sapphire can occur after high temperature heat treatments (usually greater than 1500 °C) if divalent cations are present (Ref. 5). The impurities need only exist at the part-per-million levels, and break the valence charge. Pink and red generally occur from Cr, however, color changes can occur from many common elements such as Ti, Fe, Ge, Si, Sn, Mg, Be, etc. Conventional chemical analyses methods such as x-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS) is not sufficient to detect such impurities in sapphire. Use of secondary ion mass spectroscopy or laser ablation can yield accurate measurements on sapphire if the operator has sufficient experience (Ref. 5).

Discoloration can also occur after exposure to high-energy electromagnetic radiation, such as X-rays or ultraviolet radiation, as in this case. This phenomenon is known as “solarization,” and is caused by the formation of internal defects, called color centers, which selectively absorb portions of the visible light spectrum. A separate investigation on RSC material chemistry has been published (Ref. 6).

Second Concentrator

As shown in Figure 6, the fracture started on the face of the lens and propagated downward into the cone body and extractor. The primary crack split the lens face and cone body near the mid-plane down to the extractor. Several r-plane bifurcations branch from the cone sides. The main crack rotated onto the c-plane after traveling ~15 mm into the extractor.

Besides being severely cracked, the cone region of the lens exhibits a translucent, lighter rose-grey hue as compared to the first RSC, with thicker regions appearing darker than thinner regions. The lighter color is likely a result of the lower temperature (and power) level. The end of the cone and the rod region just after the cone are clear whereas the remaining portion of the rod is an opaque dark gray.

Fractographic Analysis

First Concentrator

Figure 7 shows the four main pieces that concentrator no. 1 broke into after removal and some subsequent handling for the fractographic analysis. The origin is on the curved front face, about 20 mm away from the rim. There also is a large twin that extends diagonally all the way through piece 1 and which penetrates partially through piece 2. This twin was incidental and did not cause fracture.
Figure 7.—Concentrator RSC no. 1 fractographic analysis. Fracture started from the fracture origin on the front face and propagated (white arrows) into the cone body and onwards to the neck and extractor. The initial main fracture was almost perfectly radial and close to the \( m \)-plane in orientation. All the cracking in the neck and cone body can be backtracked to the one fracture origin. An incidental twin ran entirely through piece 1 from the lens front face through to the cone side and out the back of the cone. One end was close to but not exactly at the fracture origin site (2.3 mm away). There were minor perturbations in the main crack when it reached the twin plane indicating that the twin was in the RSC before the crack ran through it. The twin was very shallow in piece 2. It ran from the lens face right through the side of the cone, but did not extend very far below the fractured surface. The insert shows how subsequent handling caused the extractor to split into two pieces that separated from the cone body.
Figure 8 shows a close-up of piece 2 revealing some of the classic fracture surface markings such as twist hackle, cleavage step hackle, Wallner and arrest lines. The fractographic analysis of single crystals is covered in detail in Reference (Ref. 7). It should be borne in mind when viewing this and the following figures that reflections and translucency make photographing single crystals difficult. In the examples below, some regions are shown with several views with different lighting to bring out various details. Failure occurred from the fracture origin site and extended parallel to the m-plane. The main crack plane emanating from the origin contains hackle lines that extend from the lens face to the extractor on one side. This is a distance of ~5 in., and the crack nearly cleaves the cone into two segments that attached at the extractor rod. On the other side of the origin, the crack cleaved the lens cone only to a depth of ~2 mm along the lens before splitting, moving off the m-plane and forming a confluence of cracks at a variety of angles.

There is a large density of cracks where the lens cone and extractor rod meet. The temperatures are large in this location and the section changes shape, so failure might be expected in this region, however, no origins could be identified and the observed cracking was the result of the main crack front reaching this region and being redirected and branched. Also, no cracks emanated from the support shoes on the cone body sides, where a perturbation in the temperature distribution might have occurred.

Figure 8.—Piece 2 of RSC no. 1. The small white arrows show the local direction of crack propagation (dcp) as identified by hackle lines, Wallner lines (not labeled), and arrest lines. These facilitate the determination of the crack propagation direction and the fracture origin. The twin runs diagonally across this view as marked by yellow arrows. Its left end comes very close to but is not coincident with the fracture origin. The main crack was perturbed slightly when it traversed across the preexisting twin.
Figures 9 to 12 show that the failure origin is on the lens face, about 20 mm away from the rim. These views were taken with different lighting at different angles. The origin is a large, partially formed Hertzian cone crack, that extended from one of two partially polished impact divots or “bruises” measuring ~ 0.1 and ~ 0.2 mm in diameter, as shown in Figure 12. The cracks associated with the bruises are quite large, ~ 0.5 mm, and the damaged region can be seen with the unaided eye. Contact damage usually has two forms depending upon the sharpness or bluntness of the offending impactor (Ref. 7). Sharp impactor contact damage usually has a small concentrated damage crater with a star like array of cracks radiating outwards. Blunt impactor damage has a conical or ring shape. Often it may be a partial ring shape such as shown in Figures 10 and 11. From the size of the ring crack, it may be deduced that the impact object had a diameter greater than 0.5 mm.

The Hertzian crack likely formed due to impact with a hard blunt object during the grinding or early polishing steps. As Figure 12 shows, final polishing created some microscratches around the bruises. These would not have been present if the impact had occurred after the final polishing phase. Better care would have eliminated this failure source.

In addition to the bruises, large remnant scratches from the rough machining were noted on the lens faces, Figures 10 and 11, but also on the shaft, Figure 13. Another scratch approximately 2.3 mm from the rim on the lens face extends along nearly ¾ of the perimeter and can easily be seen with the unaided eye, Figure 14. Also apparent are some semi-polished chips on the edge between the lens face and the cone, as shown in Figure 15. Ideally, better machining and polishing should be performed. Poor polishing, such as that observed, is referred to as a “short finish” and generally results in a very large variation in the measured strength (Ref. 8).

Figure 9.—Close-up views of piece no. 2 of RSC no. 1 with about the same orientation as in Figures 7 and 8. Minor polishing scratches are revealed by the lighting in (a). (b) is a close up of (a).
Figure 10.—This view shows the curved polished face of pieces 1 and 2 of RSC no. 1 held together at the origin site. The orange arrows highlight the Herztian (blunt impactor) contact crack.

Figure 11.—View of piece 1 of RSC no. 1 showing cracks extending from bruises on the lens face. The sites of the impact bruises are marked in this view, but they are more obvious in the next figure which has different lighting.
Figure 12.—Surface lighting of the bruises revealing polish scratches in the polished face of RSC no. 1. The residual scratches that radiate from the contact sites imply that the impacts occurred prior to the final polishing of the face. Final polishing caused micro scratches to radiate outward from the damage sites.

Figure 13.—Grinding marks along extractor shaft of RSC no. 1.
The twin that was observed running through RSC no. 1 is shown in Figures 7, 8 and 16, but it appeared to have been incidental. It could not be determined where it initiated. It was more obvious in piece 1 and it penetrated completely through the piece. It was seen over all surfaces with the naked eye. It extends only partially into piece 2. It is also visible on piece 2 primarily by how it affected the main crack propagation. Additional twins that were detected in the front face of piece no. 1 are shown in the Appendix.
Figure 16.—A prominent twin (the light colored band) ran through the body of piece 1 of RSC no. 1. This is a view of the piece through crossed polarizers.

Second Concentrator

Figure 17 shows fractured RSC no. 2, which was intentionally sliced after the test in order to facilitate chemical analysis and fractographic examination. Hereafter the two halves of the conical body are referred to as half A or half B as shown in the figure. The main crack plane emanating from the origin contains twist hackle and cleavage step hackle that extend from the lens face to the rod neck and extractor. Once entering the rod extractor, the crack turned onto the c-plane, nearly cleaving the rod.

The crack path down the cone is parallel to the m-plane on one side and ill-defined on the other, and separates the cone into two halves. At ~17 mm from the origin along the side, the crack bifurcated once onto the r-plane. This bifurcation was followed by several others, one of which exited the cone, causing a portion of the lens to separate diagonally from the rest of the cone. Along the lens face, the crack extended along the r-plane until the middle of the lens, where it propagated in a conchoidal fashion. The first bifurcation occurred onto an m-plane at ~17 mm along the face. This was followed by second and third bifurcations at ~22 and ~30 mm (shown later in Figure 22(a)). The third bifurcation extended to edge of the lens, whereas the first two stopped within the concentrator.

There was a single fracture origin on the lens face that was located only 0.5 mm away from the rim bevel and 1.3 mm away from the cone side wall as shown in Figures 17 and 18. It is not known whether this site was coincident with a shoe contact site as shown in Figures 2 and 3. On half B the origin is clearly identified as a large curved scratch. Close up views of half B are in Figures 19 and 20 which show the curved scratch in more detail.

Figure 21(a) and (b) shows a variety of grinding irregularities in the lens front face and bevel.

The matching half A of concentrator 2 is shown in Figures 22 to 25. The crack from the scratch is less clearly evident and attention is drawn to what appears to be a pit at the origin site. No trace of the apparent pit existed on half B. The “pit” is probably secondary chipping after the main fracture occurred or it may have been a small initial pit that was enlarged by secondary chipping. The scratch is the primary flaw.
In addition, occasional, large remnant scratches from the initial rough machining stages can be noted on the lens, rod and cone, as shown in Figures 26 and 27. Several other features in the vicinity of the origin were also detected as shown in Figure 28, but they appeared to be incidental micro twins.

Figure 17.—Concentrator 2. The white arrows show the direction of crack propagation.

Figure 18.—View of curved forward face of RSC no. 2. Fracture started from a curved scratch best seen on half B on the bottom. Note the secondary chipping on both halves along the main fracture plane.
Figure 19.—Stereo optical microscope views of half B of RSC no. 2. The piece has been tilted so that both the fracture surface and the polished curved lens face can be seen. (b) is a close up of (a).
Figure 20.—Detail of the fracture origin of RSC no. 2, in half B. A crack extends from the scratch region (out of focus in this view) which is characterized by tell tale short lateral spall cracks. The crack created underneath the scratch extended upwards and curved to the left in this view (small arrow). The crack penetrates at least 250 µm deep beneath the polished surface into the lens body. Lens fracture started from the deepest point of the crack indicated by the black arrow. In this view, light reflections from the subsurface curved crack face cause shadows and bright reflections.
Figure 21.—Two views of the same area of the polished face and edge bevel of half B of RSC no. 2 revealing additional irregularities besides the curved scratch. Notice how adjusting the lighting in (b) can bring out some scratches that are not visible in (a).
Figure 22.—Views of the fracture origin area in half A of RSC no. 2 showing both the fracture surface and the polished front surfaces. Bifurcations onto the \( \{m\} \) plane are evident in (a). The first two do not extend very far into the body, but the third causes a main crack to form all the way through the body. (b) shows radiating hackle lines on the fracture surface that point back to the origin site. “dcp” is direction of crack propagation.
Figure 23.—View of fracture surface of half A of RSC no. 2 showing hackle lines that formed on \{r\} and \{m\} planes on either side of the origin.
Figure 24.—Two views with different illuminations of lens face of half A of RSC no. 2 showing surface scratches, pits, and the fracture origin site.
Figure 25—SEM close-up views of the origin in half A of RSC no. 2. (b) to (d) are close up views. The origin is the crack that penetrated beneath the polished surface. The "pit" is probably secondary chipping although genuine pits were noted elsewhere in the vicinity.
Figure 26.—View of lens cone and rod of RSC no. 2 showing surface scratches (grinding damage) prior to testing.

Figure 27.—View of RSC no. 2 cone and bevel showing heavy pitting and surface scratches (grinding damage) prior to testing. Notice the two step uneven bevel.
Figure 28.—Odd features detected on or just underneath the surface in half A of RSC no. 2 near but not actually at the fracture origin site. (a) shows the overall origin area with arrows marking the strange features. (b) and (c) are close up views.
Estimation of the Failure Stress

First Concentrator

Quantitative fractographic analysis may be used to estimate fracture stresses in brittle materials (Refs. 7, 9 to 11). The crack radiates outwards at high speeds once unstable fracture occurs. Telltale markings form on the fracture surfaces at distances from the origin that may be correlated to the stress in the part at fracture. The distance to the first crack branch (bifurcation) also depends upon the stress. These distances may be measured and used to estimate the fracture stress. This is a well established procedure for glasses and polycrystalline ceramics, but is less commonly used for complex single crystals. The estimates in this section for the sapphire lenses are only rough approximations for reasons discussed below. Strong thermal or stress gradients and residual stresses can create deviations from the relationships. Nevertheless, they provide a check on the finite element analysis predictions of the stresses present in the lenses.

The nominal local fracture stress associated with tension and uniaxial or biaxial flexure can be estimated from (Refs. 7, 9 to 11):

\[ \sigma_f = \frac{A_j}{\sqrt{r_j}} \]  

where \( \sigma_f \) is the remote fracture stress and \( A_j \) is a particular constant corresponding to a particular boundary with radius \( r_j \), where \( j \) is \( m \), \( h \), or \( b \) for mirror, hackle or branching as shown in Figure 29, which shows an idealized schematic for a surface flaw. Equation 1 is valid for uniform steady state stress fields.

In RSC no. 1, bifurcation occurred at ~ 44 mm from the origin across the top round polished face, as shown in Figure 8, with a nominal angle of 52 °.

The value of \( A_j \) is a function of the material’s microstructure and to a lesser degree of the specific conditions of failure (i.e. the stress state and the severity of stress gradients) (Refs. 7 and 12). Application of this approach to single crystals such as sapphire is complicated by the tendency for cracks to propagate on specific planes, and ideally the constants should represent the same crystal orientation and stress state. Unfortunately specific values of the branching constant \( A_b \) for the \( m \)- and \( r \)-planes of sapphire are not available. However, several estimates of the branching constant were obtained as follows.

Polycrystalline alumina subjected to biaxial flexure has a value of 7.4 MPa√m and for coarse grain alumina subjected to uniaxial tension, a value of 7.3 MPa√m has been reported (Ref. 7). In addition, the branching constant was evaluated from data on sapphire uniaxial flexure specimens with \( a \)-plane cross sections that were tested previously (Ref. 8). The results are shown in Figure 30. The specimens exhibited branching from the \( a \)-plane to the \( r \)-plane (see Fig. 26 of Ref. 8)). Besides calculating a mean value from eq. (1), linear regression of the following forms of eq. (1) was used to make estimates:

\[ \log \sigma_f = M \log r_b + \log A_b \]  

\[ \sigma_f = A_b r_b^{-0.5} + \sigma_{th} \]  

where \( \sigma_{th} \) is interpreted as either a threshold stress for branching or a residual stress (Refs. 7 and 13). Equations 1 to 3 yield \( A_b \) of 7.2 ± 0.6, 7.9 ± 1.5, and 7.0 ± 0.3 MPa√m for the sapphire respectively, with \( M = -0.49 \) and \( \sigma_{th} = 11 \) MPa, as shown in Figure 30. These results compare well with those in (Ref. 7), implying a relatively constant value for alumina. The presence of a slight residual stress is not surprising, considering the grinding damage observed on the specimens via X-ray topography (Ref. 8), but this would be very shallow. During measurement of the branch lengths, several specimens were observed to exhibit fracture on the \( r \)-plane and bifurcation onto another \( r \)-plane. When the principal stresses were resolved on the \( r \)-plane, similar \( A_b \) resulted.
Figure 29.—Idealized regions and boundaries formed around a failure origin on the surface of a part that was exposed to uniform tension stress. The distance $r_m$ is the radius of the boundary for the onset of mist, the distance $r_h$ is the radius of the boundary for the onset of hackle, and the distance $r_b$ is the radius of the boundary for the onset of branching. Problems in interpreting single crystal fracture mirror markings often force one to use the branching distance for quantitative stress estimates.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 30.—Room temperature fracture strength as a function of branching length for the $a$-plane of sapphire tested in four-point flexure: (a) fit to Equation (2) and (b) fit to Equation (3). Strength data from Reference 8.
Assuming that the room temperature fracture constants are applicable, the 44 mm bifurcation distance used with Equation (3) implies a stress of only ~44 MPa. This is much less than the 250 MPa or larger strengths exhibited by well polished sapphire tested at low temperatures (Ref. 8). This very low stress estimate is consistent with the observation that the contact crack origin was moderately large. Large cracks require very little stress to trigger fracture.

Localized heating from the bruises should not have played a role because radiant heating of sapphire is not too sensitive to the surface finish.

Second Concentrator

Both of the crack fronts running along the $m$-plane (Fig. 22(b)) and $r$-plane (Fig. 22(a)) bifurcate at ~17 mm. Figure 22(a) shows several short bifurcations that are in a row, but these all arrested after a short propagation into the cone. The first significant bifurcation occurred at 30 mm from the origin. The bifurcation distance of ~17 mm combined with $A_b = 7.0 \text{ MPa}\cdot\text{m}$ and equation 3 implies a fracture stress of ~65 MPa. The larger distance (30 mm) gives a stress estimate of 51 MPa using equation 3. This also is a very low stress, but again, these estimates are supported by the observation that the flaw at the fracture origin was rather large and deep.

Stress Analysis

In order to understand the stress state in the RSC and design better RSC systems, finite element analyses were performed by using the single crystal thermal and elastic constants (Ref. 14). The resulting thermal and stress profiles are shown in Figures 31 and 32 for the first concentrator and indicate a maximum principal tensile stress of 57 MPa at the rim of the front lens face of the concentrator where the $a$- and $m$-axes exit, near the actual failure. This is in reasonable agreement with the value of 44 MPa based on fractographic measurement.

For the second concentrator, FEA modeling (covered cone design, 1200 °C) shown in Figures 33 and 34 indicates somewhat lower tensile stress of about 20 to 25 MPa on the lens face. Peak stresses up to 52 MPa occur just before the transition from the lens cone to the extractor rod.

As noted previously, the radial cracking suggests that tensile hoop stresses at the rim caused fracture in both concentrators. The origins were also located near the rims, where shielding and clamping may alter the temperature profiles relative to those estimated by the FEA analyses based upon the assumed boundary conditions. Better modeling with more realistic boundary conditions may give improved stress estimates in the front face rim regions.

Figure 31.—Temperature distribution in sapphire crystal for receiver temperature of 1200 °C with exposed cone design.
Fracture in sapphire requires two ingredients: flaws and stresses. Both were present in the lenses. Twinning requires compression induced shear, with the magnitude depending on the surface finish and temperature. Intersecting twins can nucleate cracks, and thus twins must be designed against.

The stresses in the lenses are very low in magnitude. They are primarily thermal stresses due to differential expansions in the lens. Stresses could be generated either during the steady state operating condition of the lens at peak temperature or during transients such as during heat up. Although fractures...
seemed to occur in both concentrators during their steady state run, the prospect of thermal stresses during a cool down must also be considered.

With the large preexisting flaws, the stresses in the lenses were sufficient to cause fracture. The plane of fracture in both was almost perfectly radial across the top curved lens surface. Beneath the top surface and into the cone body, fracture followed preferred crystal planes, but the radial cracking across the top of the lens that split the lenses into two primary halves (also along certain cleavage planes) strongly suggests that hoop stresses were the cause of fracture. The fracture origins were located near the rim of both lenses. Hence, one is led to the possibility that a temperature gradient may have existed across the face of the lens, such that the rim was cooler than the middle of the lens face. Such a temperature distribution would generate tensile hoop stresses near the rim. Various clamps and shields in place during the test sequence may have contributed to radial temperature gradients. The design of the shields and clamps should be reviewed prior to any future testing with the goal of minimizing radial temperature gradients.

The flaws (an impact crack in one case and a scratch in the other) were classic types commonly found in sapphire and most brittle materials for that matter. Sapphire is sensitive to chipping, scratches, and contact damage. The source of the two flaws that caused fracture of the concentrators appear to be handling damage incurred either during the preparation of the pieces, or afterwards during handling or installation in the test rig.

Sapphire is strong, hard, and scratch resistant if carefully prepared such as with bend bars and simple disks, but it is much harder to prepare complex parts without damage. Scratches, impacts and contact damage can weaken it considerably. Anything less than near-perfect preparation can lead to fracture if the part is exposed to any tensile stresses.

The two flaws were aberrant and were not ordinary grinding damage. Ordinary grinding damage and minor chipping were observed. Although they did not cause fracture in these two lenses, such flaws would be expected to play a role if the atypical impact and scratch damage had been prevented. Twins were noted in one lens, but they were incidental. Nevertheless, they could grow or new twins could nucleate with thermal cycling. They could generate strength limiting cracks and cause lens weakening.

The only ways to predict the survivability of future concentrators is to perform stress and reliability analyses or conduct costly proof testing. Multiple mechanisms of fracture exist in sapphire. The analyses will require data representing the expected failure modes for the use conditions. For elevated temperatures, compression along the c-axis results in the formation of r-plane twins at resolved shear stress as low as 12.6 MPa (Ref. 15). The r-plane twins nucleate cracks upon intersection (Refs. 15 and 16), and thus serve as a source of fracture. In addition, basal plane twinning has been observed beneath hardness indentations and abraded surface, and extensive basal plane twinning was generated from the compressive face of flexure beam (Ref. 7) at room temperature. For humid environments, stress corrosion produces slow crack growth in tensile regions (Refs. 17, 18, and 7). Slow crack growth has also been observed in c-axis fibers subjected to pure tension at elevated temperature (Ref. 19). Thermal shock loading has been noted to produce internal failure, although the specific mechanism was not identified (Ref. 20). In addition, slip can occur on the basal and prismatic plane at elevated temperatures. Generally this occurs at temperatures greater than 1000 °C and depends upon the strain rate (Refs. 21 to 23), however, under condition of confining pressure and compressive loading, basal slip at 600 °C and prismatic slip at temperatures low as 200 °C has been produced (Refs. 23 to 24). The shear stress levels for basal slip are on the order of 100 MPa or less for temperatures greater than 1100 °C and 300 MPa for prismatic slip (Ref. 25). The resolved shear stress for deformation of sapphire can be increased by doping with Cr³⁺ or Ti⁴⁺ ions (Ref. 26).

A review of the literature for this study revealed gaps in the data bases. For example, fracture branching distance constants are incomplete, and we had to make estimates of the appropriate branching constant. Fracture mirror constant tabulations for sapphire are also spotty. Additional fracture branching or fracture mirror data to fill the gaps would be very helpful and dramatically improve our ability to do post mortem failure analyses.

Any twinning, slip, or crack growth will likely cause aberrations in the light transmission within the RSC. Thus, for the temperature that the RSC is likely to encounter, the stress levels must be minimized,
and analyses for fast fracture, elevated temperature slow crack growth, and twinning should be performed. In order for such analyses to be valid, the input data must represent the condition and flaw population expected (i.e. similitude is required). Because handling damage is generally not well represented in input data, inspection and proof testing are frequently used for fracture critical hardware.

Conclusions

The first (exposed cone design) sapphire RSC fractured from a large contact crack associated with bruises on the lens surface that occurred during the grinding or polishing steps of the lens preparation. The estimated failure stresses were only 40 to 60 MPa and were consistent with a large crack being present at the fracture origin. Thus the component strength was well below values obtained with typical lab scale test coupons.

The second (covered cone design) sapphire RCS fractured from a large scratch and underlying precrack on the lens surface near the rim. The scratch was curved and rough, unlike nearby minor residual grinding damage, which was common. The estimated failure stress was on the order of 20 to 65 MPa and also was consistent with the presence of a large flaw at the origin.

Ideally, better handling and control of the parts would minimize the chances of the introduction of large flaws. Inspection protocols could be established to facilitate detection of such flaws, but it should be borne in mind that most of the flaw is beneath the surface. Surface traces of the flaw may be hard to detect or interpret.

Careful controls should be exercised during the machining and polishing or post machining treatment, such as etching or annealing, should be applied. Poor polishing, such as that observed, is referred to as a “short finish” and generally results in a very large variation in the measure strength. It must be realized that component strength and strength measured for ideal coupons can be very different unless very similar machining and handling is applied.

The stresses causing failure of the two RSCs resulted from thermal variation throughout the lens. One source of the thermal variation was the heat transfer characteristics of the component and its boundaries, however, other sources of potential thermal variation, such as the lens discoloration, need further investigation. Attention should be given to minimizing the radial temperature gradients on the front cured lens face. Due to the many issues discussed, creation of a reliable sapphire RSC will be difficult.

Recommendations

(1) Polishing with a specified procedure (Ref. 27) that eliminates subsurface damage (i.e., a “short finish”). This might be done only in critical areas in order to lower cost.

(2) Careful optical inspection of the component prior to testing to ensure that significant damage does not exist in critical areas.

(3) Elevated temperature annealing of the component to “heal” any unidentified machining damage. This is usually performed in air or flowing oxygen, and may be difficult because the component is so large that it may creep or brinnel under its own weight. Careful mounting of the component in the furnace will be required. An alternative to elevated temperature heat treatments is etching, similar in concept to that done on glass windows. However, this may require post-etching polishing.

(4) Improved thermal stress and reliability analyses to identify critical areas and quantify the component reliability. Further analyses will require knowledge of the failure mechanisms encountered in service. Ideally, analyses against fast fracture (via thermal stresses and shock), elevated temperature slow crack growth, and other internal mechanisms such as twinning should be considered. Unlike many ceramics, sapphire is sensitive to compressive stresses.

(5) Mechanical testing of coupons to generate strength, crack growth statistics, and fractographic constants for the use conditions. The strength of sapphire is a strong function of temperature, orientation,
surface finish, and stress state. Analysis of the concentrator should guide the coupon testing and the coupons must be prepared identically to the RSC for the test data to be representative and for any reliability analysis to be meaningful. Manufacturers generally can prepare flat coupons very well, however, curved surfaces are more difficult to prepare.

(6) Basic testing of coupons to determine the source of darkening and the affect on the transmission and heating characteristics of the sapphire.

(7) Analyze other single crystals such as SiC (Moissanite), which has become available in large diameters in recent years. As compared to sapphire, SiC exhibits some beneficial properties such as lower thermal expansion and higher thermal conductivity. It has similar fracture toughness (1.8 MPa\(\sqrt{m}\)). This material may therefore be very chip and contact damage sensitive. It also suffers from a low vapor pressure and active oxidation at low oxygen partial pressures. However, this might be mitigated by optical coatings.
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Appendix A.—Examination Techniques for Twins

Sapphire sometimes forms twins in response to thermomechanical loading. They may be harmless or they can cause fracture, particularly if intersecting twins nucleate cracks. Twinning will likely cause aberrations in the light transmission within the RSC and conceivable it could create hot spots. Twins can be very small and difficult to detect or very large and easy to detect. Large and small twins were detected in the concentrators. Twins can be distinguished from fracture surfaces since twins are extremely flat and straight, whereas most fracture surfaces have some irregularities. The simplest examination procedure is to position the component in a Polariscope as shown in Figure A1, and rotate the component around with different orientations. An improvised Polariscope that is in some respects easier to use is shown in Figure A2.

Figure A1.—Classic style Polariscope. (a) The component is placed between the polarizer eyepieces and the illuminated polarizing screen. (b) is a picture of piece 1 of concentrator 1. The photo was taken by a digital camera focused through one eyepiece. The very large twin appears as a light colored band running diagonally through the piece (white arrows). It is not a fracture plane.
Figure A2.—An improvised Polariscope examination device. (a) shows a common light box with two polymer polarizing sheets. One is clipped to the light box, the other is held by a clamp on the post in the foreground. Piece 1 of concentrator 1 is placed in between and rotated about. (b) shows a photo of the twin.
A third way to look for twins is to use conventional reflected or transmitted illumination and look for reflections or slight refractions of the light. Figure A3 shows the set up used to find additional twins in concentrator 1.

Figure A3.—Transmitted illumination was used to detect small twins. (a) shows the two pieces of concentrator 1 mounted in a soft cork ring on a common ring stand. A fiber optic light source was directed up through the body. (b) shows a digital camera photograph of the front face of RSC no. 1. Color felt tip dashed marker lines were marked on the surface to bracket two twins, which are the very thin white lines marked by the white arrows. (c) shows other twins on the same surface. The lighting and component orientation has to be changed to accentuate each twin set since it is difficult to get all twins visible at the same time. Twins 5a and b are tiny short segments. Twin 4 is longer.
Figure A3.—(Concluded.) Transmitted illumination was used to detect small twins. (a) shows the two pieces of concentrator 1 mounted in a soft cork ring on a common ring stand. A fiber optic light source was directed up through the body. (b) shows a digital camera photograph of the front face of RSC no. 1. Color felt tip dashed marker lines were marked on the surface to bracket two twins, which are the very thin white lines marked by the white arrows. (c) shows other twins on the same surface. The lighting and component orientation has to be changed to accentuate each twin set since it is difficult to get all twins visible at the same time. Twins 5a and 5b are tiny short segments. Twin 4 is longer.
Failure analysis was performed on two sapphire, refractive secondary concentrators (RSC) that failed during elevated temperature testing. Both concentrators failed from machining/handling damage on the lens face. The first concentrator, which failed during testing to 1300 °C, exhibited a large r-plane twin extending from the lens through much of the cone. The second concentrator, which was an attempt to reduce temperature gradients and failed during testing to 649 °C, exhibited a few small twins on the lens face. The twins were not located at the origin, but represent another mode of failure that needs to be considered in the design of sapphire components. In order to estimate the fracture stress from fractographic evidence, branching constants were measured on sapphire strength specimens. The fractographic analysis indicated radial tensile stresses of 44 to 65 MPa on the lens faces near the origins. Finite element analysis indicated similar stresses for the first RSC, but lower stresses for the second RSC. Better machining and handling might have prevented the fractures, however, temperature gradients and resultant thermal stresses need to be reduced to prevent twinning.